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Abstract—Personal daily movement patterns have a longitu-
dinal impact on the individual’s decision-making in traveling.
Recent observation on human travel raises concerns on the impact
of travel behavior changes on many aspects. Many travel-related
aspects like traffic congestion management and effective land-use
were significantly affected by travel behavior changes. Existing
travel behavior modeling (TBM) were focusing on assessing
traffic trends and generate improvement insights for urban
planning, infrastructure investment, and policymaking. However,
literature indicates limited discussions on recent TBM adaptation
towards future technological advances like the integration of
autonomous vehicles and intelligent traveling. This survey paper
aims to provide overview insights on recent advances of TBM
including notable classifications, emerging challenges, and rising
opportunities. In this survey, we reviewed and analyzed recently
published works on TBM from high-quality publication sources.
A taxonomy was devised based on notable characteristics of
TBM to guide the classification and analysis of these works.
The taxonomy classifies recent advances in TBM based on type
of algorithms, applications, data sources, technologies, behavior
analysis, and datasets. Furthermore, emerging research chal-
lenges and limitations encountered by recent TBM studies were
characterized and discussed. Subsequently, this survey identified
and highlights open issues and research opportunities arise from
recent TBM advances for the future undertaking.
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tion modeling; intelligent traveling

I. INTRODUCTION

Personal daily movement habit cumulatively influences the
decision-making approach of the individual when traveling.
Recent observation on human travels raises concerns on the
impact of recent travel behavior changes towards many aspects
including traffic management, transport planning, and decision-
making. Researchers carried out travel behavior studies with
the goal of understanding human travel behavior via analytical
approach. The main goal of travel behavior studies is to
generate translational travel behavior model for facilitating
prediction analysis for travel planning insights. Therefore,
Travel Behavior Modeling (TBM) is introduced as cost-
efficient and timesaving approach for supporting that goal.
Traffic management are severely affected by increasing traffic
congestion occurrence due to human travel behavior. Recent
observation pointed out the increases of inferior travel habit
like slow driving style that further amplified by faulty road
condition and crowded area. These behaviors and external
factors eventually cause indirect losses on many aspects.
Massive transport congestion in the US costed the economy
with average wasted 5.5B work hours, more than 2.9B gallons

of fuel, and more $100 billion per year. China also faced
similar problem with consequences of increasing annual travel
cost that currently priced at $1,126 per person [1]. Victoria
Transport Policy Institute highlighted that traffic congestion
is the leading cause of critical delay, high fuel consumption
and economic wastage in the US. This issue has considerably
contributed towards decline in trade and growth. This expense
is expected to rise by 2020 to the extent of $121B [2].

Future travel behavior is expected to change drastically
soon due to mainstream popularity of autonomous vehicles and
smart travel technologies. Increasing adaptation of autonomous
vehicles eventually change how human travel, consequently
impacting travel behavior norms and environment [3]. The use
of autonomous vehicles increases travel mileage with reduced
share of slowing traffics with other slow-mode public trans-
ports. These changes are already reflected in growth pattern in
many dispersed urban cities. Eventually, autonomous vehicles
reduce the need for private vehicles and provide extraneous
conveniences for user despite its minor contribution towards
parking congestion. A recent study reported the implications of
substituting all private motor vehicles with shared autonomous
vehicles (SAV) in Berlin, Germany [4]. Their findings indicates
that the substitution is likely to decrease the number of cars
that accommodates private travel demand by 91%. In addition,
the number of vehicles that accommodates travel demand in
Lisbon are expected to decrease by 95% with the introduction
of SAV [5]. Moreover, travel demand involving family-sharing
private vehicles are also expected to significantly decrease
due to redundant purpose [6]. However, such substitution in
Atlantis, US only observe minor decrease of only 9.5% due
to lower priority on accommodating individual travel demand.
In addition, the association of travel behavior with socio-
economic (income, household composition) indicates land-use
patterns that is leveraged to assess the mobility of individual
traveler [7]. TBM is expected to play significant roles in
realizing these future endeavors due to its direct role towards
predicting traveler choices.

Many studies were conducted over the years in developing
methods, algorithms, and models for TBM. Such examples
of modeling are Short-term Travel Behavior Prediction [8],
Intra-Household TBM [9], Sense Place TBM [10], Markov
Travel Model [11], and Inferring Structural Models [12].
These modeling were built for facilitating prediction on travel
demand and travel decision. Many TBM studies analyzes and
diagnoses travel behavior pattern at individual level [13], [14],
[15], [16]. Eventually, specific modeling for this scale were
developed like Individual TBM [14], Regret-based Choice
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Model [13], Rethinking TBM [16] and Heterogeneous TBM
[15]. With the upcoming changes from autonomous vehicles
adaptation, land-use transposition, we can anticipate that TBM
holds many potentials with lasting impact towards improving
this aspect.

This survey aims to provide overview insights on recent
advances of travel behavior modeling including emerging
trends, challenges, and opportunities. Gaining latest insights
on travel behavior modeling eventually contribute towards
driving forward many sectors like transportation, tourism, and
urban development. In this survey, recent published works
on TBM from quality journals and established conferences
indexed by Web of Science (WoS) were reviewed. A taxonomy
was devised based on the survey to classify recent TBM
advances based on many notable aspects. Furthermore, the
problems and issues addressed by recent work were reviewed
to derive the existing research challenges in TBM. Moreover,
this survey analyzed the reported limitations and future works
to highlight any persistent issues or opportunities in TBM for
future studies. The main contributions of this survey paper are:

1) A taxonomy of travel behavior modeling that clas-
sifies TBM based on algorithms, applications, data
collection techniques, technologies, travel behaviors,
models, and datasets.

2) A summarization of emerging trends on research
challenges and limitations in implementing TBM in
present applications.

3) A summarization of open issues and opportunities
from recent advances in TBM for future undertaking.

The content of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 explains the fundamentals of travel behavior modeling
including definitions, process, and terminologies. Section 3
introduces the devised taxonomy of travel behavior modeling
based on the conducted survey including characterizations and
instances of each classification. Section 4 then presents the
summarization of identified research challenges and limitations
from existing TBM. Section 5 then highlights the open issues
and opportunities arises from recent TBM advances for future
studies. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions for this
paper.

II. TRAVEL BEHAVIOR MODELING

This section introduces the fundamentals of travel behavior
modeling including the underlying concepts, definitions, and
working terminologies. The presented fundamentals offer gen-
eral information on travel behavior modeling for understanding
the remaining contents in this paper.

The origin of travel behavior modeling started by the
introduction of behavioral modeling to systems theory and
control theory in 1970s [17]. Behavior modeling addresses
the conventional approaches’ inconsistencies on state-space,
transfers, and convolution representations. Eventually, behavior
modeling is adapted in many event or activity analysis over
the years including travel behavior analysis. Travel behavior
analysis is important in supporting sustainable development
in parallel with society growth and technological advances.
Travel behavior studies are carried out to explore human travel
behavior’s impacts towards fuel consumption, environment,
urban development, and citizen upbringing.

Fig. 1. Functional Model of Travel Behavior Modeling.

Travel behavior analysis starts by anticipating the mindset
of traveler associated with travel measurement, pattern un-
derstating, and travel reviews. In general, TBM is utilized
to process these variables to generate prediction on travel
decision and travel demand. TBM learns user activities based
on recorded travel experiences information like time, place,
and mode of transportation. TBM then diagnose, understand,
and response to the change of activities and subsequently pre-
dict future travel decision. Eventually, the generated prediction
should accommodate travel habits and transportation in future
travel based on the preferences and lifestyle of the user. Fig.
1 summarizes the framework of overall processes and related
attributes in travel behavior modeling.

To help readers in understanding the remaining contents
in this paper, we specify the working terminologies that are
commonly used as follows:

• Algorithms: Processing operations or rule sets of the
analysis models created by travel behavior modeling.

• Applications: Computer programs or software that
implemented travel behavior modeling as core func-
tion with the purpose of facilitating travel behavior
analysis.

• Models: Machine learning models created based on
statistical or mathematical approach to extract and
learn behavior patterns from travel datasets.

• Industries: Industrial domains, sectors, or fields of the
applied travel behavior modeling.

III. TAXONOMY OF TRAVEL BEHAVIOR MODELING

This section introduces the taxonomy on travel behavior
modeling based on the conducted survey as illustrated in Fig.
2. This taxonomy classifies travel behavior modeling based on
algorithms, applications, data sources, technologies, analysis,
models, and testing datasets. Characterizations of each travel
behavior modeling classification are presented as follows.

A. Travel Behavior Modeling Algorithms

Our taxonomy classifies the algorithms of recent TBM
advances based on the algorithm objectives and approaches.
The algorithms of recent TBM advances are classified and
characterized as follows.
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of Travel Behavior Modeling.

1) Traveling Salesman: The crucial aspect in travel behav-
ior modeling is the efficiency of behavior modeling optimiza-
tion. Optimizing algorithm like Traveling Salesman are used
in several instances such as benchmarking, performance com-
parison, algorithm selection, algorithm analysis, and algorithm
comparison. Optimizing algorithm model is achieved using
two ways: (1) fitting nonlinear curves with fixed semantics and
(2) training artificial neural networks on benchmark results. A
study demonstrated effective travel behavior modeling based
on Traveling Salesman algorithm by using model optimization
approach [18].

2) Word2Vec: Albeit the various methods available for
analyzing travel demand prediction, automatic translation and
word prediction are crucial in facilitating the analysis. The
Word2vec algorithm allows the recalibration of PyTre pack-
ages on supporting automated translation and prediction via
natural language processing (NLP). By leveraging natural
language processing, performance measurement on testing
or training dataset is carried out swiftly. Despite the swift
advantages, the algorithm is limited by its stochastic nature that
eventually requires implementation via deliberate experimental
design. In addition, integrating model like Rethinking Travel
Behavior (RTB) is viable in the algorithm development to
support performance measurement. RTB model predicts the
travel demand based on mode, trip purpose, education level,
family type, and occupation. Furthermore, the model utilizes
the same datasets throughout processing for consistency [16].

3) Restricted Boltzmann Machine: This algorithm enables
consideration of information heterogeneity and variable cor-
relations in processing that commonly occurs on large scale
datasets. A recent study investigated on generative machine
learning approaches by analyzing multiple discrete-continuous
(MDC) travel behavior event from 293,330 travel data [19].
RBM-based algorithm performs significantly better in model-
ing behavior with larger datasets due to increased modeling
accuracy and future forecasting. The study proposed a frame-
work that recommends RGM-based algorithm implementation
based on different instances of route choice, dynamic road
pricing, and traffic simulation application.

4) Deep Neural Network: Taking advantages of the
prowess of deep learning, researchers start to implement deep
neural network model to predict travel choices pattern. A
recent study proposed a deep neural network structure model
that allows many additional structural settings like hidden
layer structure, activation functions, number of training epochs,
dropout ratio, and learning set ratio [20]. The proposed ap-
proach leverages deep learning capabilities to models traveler
behavior using deep neural network structure.

5) ALBATROSS: Machine learning identifies that versatile
application which is related to the ALBATROSS model using
decision trees. Through this model, researchers can focus
more on freight transport research, feature engineering, driver
behavior, data extraction from digital media and the GPS
trajectories that are focusing on transport research [21].

B. Travel Behavior Modeling Applications

In general, travel behavior modeling applications aim to
support event pattern analysis on travel demand and planning.
However, the applications comprise of different features de-
pending on the travel sectors or the scale of users it covers.
Instances of application and its distinct features are presented
as follows.

1) GTPlanner: GTPlanner uses TBM for facilitating trans-
portation system planning by generating travel insights based
on user preferences and duration [22]. GTPlanner is an ex-
emplary educational travel advisor by promoting the impact
of individual traveling modes which consequently fostering
quality travel behaviors. GTPlanner also features rudimentary
trip planner that allows en route behavior changes tracking and
generates latest insight prospects.

2) SmartMo: SmartMo is a mobile-based application for
gathering traveler real-time information and generate real-time
travel insights. SmartMo gathers and assess event information
like pre-trip (mode of transportation and trip purpose), on-trip
(start trip, route tracking and end trip), and post-trip(upload).
Taking advantages of traveler event information, SmartMo
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enables real-time route checking, insights update, data auton-
omy, data security, and time efficiency for monitoring traveler
behavior [23].

3) Mobile ICT: Nowadays, mobile devices like smartphone
and tablets plays significant role in facilitating travel activities
with travel planning and social networking features. Travel
planning is simpler than ever before, when smart devices
and applications have become mainstream in human culture.
Planning tasks like browsing travel date, mode of travel,
destination, and coordinating trip decisions are easily carried
out via mobile devices. With mobile devices, travelers can fully
utilize any online advantages to maximize the travel outcomes
throughout the trip duration. Such instances of outcomes
including increased count of places visited, social gatherings
attended, and trips planned in groups [24]. Empowered by
mobile computing, travel behavior and tourist business also
change drastically over the years [25]. Travel behavior com-
prises 5 core phases: dreaming (reviews, blogs, travelers’ expe-
riences), planning (information and travel guidance), booking
(flight, accommodation, bus, car, and tours), experiencing (on
demand booking and maps) and sharing (friends, relatives, and
social network) [26].

4) Interactive Online Accessbility Mapping (IOAM): In-
teractive web usability mapping facilitates many traveling
purposes like commuting, school, healthcare, lodging, social
activities, and entertainment. IOAM features four transporta-
tion modes: walking, biking, vehicle transit, and selected
destination requirements. A recent study investigated the role
of IOAM in facilitating users on understanding travel behavior.
The study reported that participants with access to IOAM
valued the tool in understanding residential location and travel-
related decision-making process [27].

C. Travel Behavior Modeling Data Sources

Working data for TBM are originated from various sources
like social media, crowdsourcing, or service providers. Many
TBM studies work with data generated using survey-based ap-
proach that utilizes user interviews and online questionnaires.
Such instances of data sources that were found in the survey
are related with intra-household, campus, location-based tool,
social media, and ride-hailing services. The characterizations
of each related data sources are discussed as follows.

1) Intra-Household: Modeling and forecasting traveler’s
time preference takes account on several individual aspects
into consideration like demographics, situational, psycholog-
ical, and sociological. For instance, predicting bus travel
time preferences largely dependent on parameters of different
modes and actors like bus drivers, other bus users, and other
metro users [11]. Another instance is the modeling of indi-
vidual travel behavior based on intra-household interactions
via datasets of 67K trips made by 3.5K individuals [9]. In
general, suitable data collection techniques for this type of
TBM relies heavily on the individual familiar sense of the
location. Another instance is the modeling of travel decision
among users between two shopping centers in California via
719 survey data [10]. The utilized TBM assess movement
patterns between two traveler vehicles based on two factors:
energy conservation and environmental protection. Another
instance of intra-household consideration in TBM is travel

activity assessment for addressing fuel consumption, car uses,
and gas emission in South India [28].

2) Campus: The goal of using TBM for modeling individ-
ual travel behavior in campus is to generate mapping on daily
transport travel demand. For instance, Dalhousie University,
Canada carried out a travel survey among its campus residents
pertaining travel activities and environmental awareness. The
survey gathered information from campus residents like resi-
dent’s work, entertainment activities, social activities, formal
education activities, and shopping activities [29]. In addition,
many travel projects especially from European countries of-
ten generated their travel behavior datasets using GPS with
volunteer participants from urban cities.

3) Location-Based Tool & Services: The rapid advances
of location-based services have turned location-based tool into
a powerful data gathering and communication methods. For
instance, a study observed travel check-in behavior from social
media data by analyzing its location-based social network
(LBSN) features [30]. Their findings reveal contrasting pattern
of check-in behavior between weekday and weekend activities,
with emergences of unique patterns exhibited by different gen-
der. Their study demonstrated on how spatial pattern of check-
in mapping surface density and smoothness are ascertained
using kernel density estimation (KDE) associated ArcGIS.

4) Social Media: Social media has become the mainstream
online interaction platform for discussing or sharing opinions
and experiences on traveling. Social media usage on traveling
topics holds myriads of information like patterns and reviews
of past traveling events recorded by many travelers. Social
media network like Facebook, Twitter, and Yelp can generate
enriched travel movement behavior data via location-based
sharing features [31]. In their study, Rashidi et al. reviewed
many possible methods for analyzing travel-related social
media data effectively [32]. They highlighted that the geo-
tagging features are leveraged by city planners and business
premises to understand the urban dynamic of their areas.
Gaining insights on recent urban dynamic can help these
entities to adapt instead of relying on outdated information
from old records. Featuring services like check-in logs and
hotspot, social media data helps researchers to understand the
travel demand of visited locations. Location-based information
from these services allows TBM to predict individual travel
behavior with better accuracy and efficiency. However, limited
access towards those social media data remains to be the main
issue for data mining and natural language processing. Re-
stricted data fetching indirectly reduces the quality of insights
on travel behavior that are obtained from social media [33],
[34]. Another instance is how a study implemented logistic
regression model for analyzing Facebook check-in logs to
predict future check-in patterns [35]. Their findings indicate
how majority of Singaporeans adapted and modified their
leisure travel behavior via social media influences. Another
study highlighted the significant impacts of social media in
travel itinerary planning and social sharing norm [36].

The advances of social media platform also amplify social
media data usage generation, resulting massive collection of
user interaction. There are several technical challenges in ana-
lyzing social media big data for understanding travel behavior
like incompatible text parsing, data format inconsistencies,
and hidden sentiments. For instance, Twitter social media
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data contains check-in logs enabled by geo-tagging features
along with text posting information [37]. Travel studies can
leverage the geo-tagged information to identify the relationship
between conventional model of travel demands [38], [39]. The
prospect of traffic incidents identification and verification via
Twitter opens the possibilities for efficient and real-time data
management. Moreover, Instagram allows location sharing and
posting of travel experiences via pictorial, posts, and videos
[40]. Other social media platform like Foursquare also records
individual travel behavior information based on check-in logs,
number of visits, and activity patterns [41]. A movement
behavior study on bike-sharing services in Washington used
probabilistic models and analysis to understand bike user
behaviors [42]. The study explores the relationship between
bike-sharing user activities in different event throughout using
the services. The employed probabilistic model allows for
information fetching on weekly activity patterns from check-in
logs via Foursquare.

5) Ride-Hailing Services: Ride-hailing services has turned
into mainstream methods for public to access transportation
thanks to the advances of mobile computing and smart devices.
The services facilitate many advantageous features including
quick availability, on-demand, timesaving, flexible payment
methods, privacy, and security. Previous travel behavior studies
often work with datasets associated with Uber services due to
its reputation in ride-hailing services. A transportation analysis
study explored the rising popularity of Uber as mainstream
method of transportation in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton
Areas (GTHA) [43]. The study investigated the behavioral
process of combined probabilistic decisions with consideration
of process of formation and conditional semi-compensatory
decision. However, the developed model does not indicate
intricate comparison between Uber and private cars, public
transport, and motorless vehicles. They also pointed that most
young adults prefer Uber services due to its compatibility and
flexibility for accommodating the trip. Nowadays, most ride-
hailing services embedded their facilities on smart devices
and online platforms, providing users with quick access to
transportation. TBM is used for supporting these facilities by
facilitating timely demand availability, ride sharing organiza-
tion, and travel punctuality. The current increasing preferences
towards ride-hailing services indicates the increases of demand
for automated vehicles in the future. Consequently, public
adaptation towards mainstream ride-sourcing norm also trig-
gers changes in transportation aspect like carpooling, biking,
ride-hailing (Lyft, Uber), and micro-transit (Bridj, Chariot).
Such instance of changes was recorded in a dataset comprising
attributes like times, distance, and earning from rides, and
travel behavior via social demographic interviews with 311
passengers [44].

D. Travel Behavior Modeling Data Embedded Technologies

Based on the survey, TBM are commonly embedded in
many transportation technologies like autonomous vehicles,
road sensing, GPS analytics, automatic fare, real-time traffic
monitoring, big data, and smart vehicles. The role of TBM on
empowering these technologies are discussed as follows.

1) Autonomous Vehicles: The premise of innovating au-
tonomous vehicles (AV) is to allow drivers to perform other
en-route tasks or activities apart from piloting the vehicle.

Powered by the integration of diffusion model and spatial
travel demand model ingenuity, AV poses significant impact on
future travel behavior. With mainstream adaptation especially
in Germany and USA, AV are gaining attraction due to long-
term travel duration and cost efficiency with least mobility im-
pairment. TBM is essential in anticipating the travel behavior
changes prompted by this adaptation and predicting its impact
on travel demand. Consequently, policy recommendations to
support the adaptation of AV and mitigating its negative
consequences are crucial [45].

2) Global Positioning System (GPS): The travel pattern
generated from GPS logs effectively reflects the daily move-
ment of an individual and their travel behavior. A recent study
observed and compared individual movement activities when
inside and outside of their home using TBM, specifically
C-Means (FCM) clustering algorithm [46]. The use of GPS
also contributes towards generating many travel behavior data,
that eventually leveraged for strategic urban planning. For
instance, Dar es Salaam travel behavior data is generated using
citizen GPS to help Tanzanian government in improving public
transport policies and infrastructure [47]. TBM help processing
these GPS data to generate insights on effective planning for
street infrastructures, landmarks, and land use [48].

3) Road Sensing: In their study, Su et al. explores the
utilization of road events to enhance the quality of road
sensing system [49]. Road events like traffic jams, road ac-
cidents, potholes, bumps, and road signs further enrich the
compatibility comparison of the suggested route. Subsequently,
they proposed a low-cost crowd-sourcing data collection and
integration system for detecting en-route risks and generating
alternative routes. Safety risks and complications like slippery
roads, pavement roughness, and travel regulation are consid-
ered based extracted information from crowd-sourced big data.

4) Automated Faring: In his work, Kang implemented scal-
able inference methods for analyzing the relationship between
public transit system route and travel behavior [50]. The study
focuses on the association between traveler’s origin-destination
choices with multi-modal travel environment. Two preference
vectors and true OP-pairs were investigated using Automatic
Fare Collection (AFC) system-type data (stop-level ODs). The
investigation was possible after gathering and analyzing data
for route choice with stochastic travel environment specifically
for paying travel fare.

5) Real-Time Traffic Management: Such instance of TBM
usage in real-time traffic management technologies is the
transport model algorithm development by Wen and Chun-
ming. The presented algorithm tracks and predicts real-time
traffic dynamics based on agent-based transport model and
independent observations of the trajectory of several hundred
vehicles [51]. The study involves arrays of TBM technologies
including big data, machine learning, and sensor networks for
generating efficient travel time and fuel consumption.

6) Big Data Infrastructure: When working with big data,
TBM is crucial to facilitate large scale spatial analysis on
human mobility via movement monitoring. The analysis itself
comprised of processing on many variables including prelim-
inary analysis, path, trip purpose, origin-destination matrices,
mode, path choices, and unresolved travel errors. Nevertheless,
utilizing TBM with big data requires adaptation depending
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on the technique and methodologies used to process the data.
Future TBM studies should work with larger data sample sizes
to explore its scalability on facilitating accurate movement
analysis [52].

7) Internet of Things (IoT): With mainstream use of travel
route system, travel behavior data is generated in real-time
using smart devices and IoT technologies. The data generated
via this method often utilized to map travel routes of many
travelers based on their point of interest. Using automated
event detection, the system gathers and process information
like visit duration and activities to generate the next best travel
routes. Future TBM studies can develop algorithms that maps
frequent tangible travel routes and personalize suggested route
ranking.

E. Travel Behavior Modeling Analysis

In general, travel behavior studies examine and analyze
human daily travel behavior and its impact to society de-
velopment. This taxonomy classifies the spectrum of related
behavior analysis into 4 classes: travel patterns, forecasting,
behavior changes, and travel choices. Summarization of work
examples on each type of behavior analysis are presented as
follows.

1) Travel Patterns: Behavior analysis on travel patterns
focuses on analyzing instances and patterns of travel activities
over a period or duration. For example, Krueger et al. proposed
an integrated model that facilitates travel pattern assessment
with consideration of moral values, norms, modalities, and
travel behavior [53]. The model enables rapid identification
on any travel pattern modification with concurrent shifts in
normative beliefs. However, further refinement of the model
is crucial such as including latent parameter constructs like
values, aims, and personal identity. In addition, the study plans
refining the model to generate travel decisions in a comprehen-
sive representation of social context. Another study highlighted
the implications of recent travel behavior of working adults
by observing their weekly travel movement. The observation
involves working adults without young children in California
districts, with the goal of increasing auto use and reducing
active transit use. A recent study investigated on travel patterns
and its relationship with household compositions in major
cities for sustainable urban development [54]. Their findings
reveal that insights from urban travel patterns helps city
planners and policymakers in addressing societal barriers and
sustainable traveling.

2) Travel Forecasting: Travel forecasting predicts pre-
determined outcomes based on existing event records to helps
encounters future travel difficulties. A user can plan their travel
accordingly based on the insights generated by travel forecast-
ing system. In this context, the forecast of travel demand via
user travel planning helps transportation scheduling and policy
making. To generate simulated user travel planning, random
forecast is utilized to generate ensembles of random decisions.
A robust random forecast can predict and classify user travel
preferences to further measure the model capacities and in-
terpretability. Prediction of user travel preferences eventually
contributes towards facilitating behavioral interpretation and
pattern discovery in complex datasets.

3) Behavior Changes: The changes of dynamic between
travel behavior and residential point revolves around three
major changing conditions: relocation of travel purpose, res-
idential location choice, and modification of residential en-
vironment [55]. Behavior changes in travel activities often
characterized by factors or traits like travel satisfaction, travel
attitudes, and travel behavior. Behavior changes also influenced
by point of travel origin that is commonly home location,
reflected towards the entirety of the travel plan. Maneuvering
alternatives but unfamiliar routes during travel also triggers
behavior changes depending on the travel locations.

4) Travel Choices: Predicting traveler’s choice of destina-
tion based on emerging trends from previous travel behavior
record is challenging. Researchers started to develop specific
behavior modeling for assessing destination travel choices to
allow predictions on multi-instances of destination choices.
Inclusion of real market subdivision with regards to attitudinal
parameters is crucial for model plausibility and statistical
testing. The destination choice behavior modeling eventually
leads towards enabling cross-function classification of other
supporting parameters like estimation, goodness, and fitness.
The entire process consists of two-stages: starting with com-
mon choice of functional destination, then adjustment based
on rules allocation [56].

F. Travel Behavior Modeling Models

TBM observes travel demand conditions that are based
on a variety of factors including location, place, and time.
Travel demand and travel decision are interlinked due to travel
decision dependency on variables like cost and transport mode.
However, the true common factors between travel demand
and travel decisions are typically the location, place, and
destination. TBM models enables early prediction on travel
demands but heavily reliant on given input like transport mode
and precise location or destination. Such instances of TBM
models are Individual TBM, Regret-based TBM, and Rethink-
ing TBM, Short-term TBM. Derived from the survey, our
taxonomy classifies TBM models into two major categories:
facilitating travel decisions and facilitating travel demand.

1) Travel Decision: Travel decision is influenced by trav-
eler’s choices with cost, mode of transportation, time, weather,
location, and route. The need for understanding traveler’s
choice bring forth the development of many variation of travel
decision-based model. Generating ideal destination choices
based on previous travel patterns are challenging especially
with consideration of multitude of instances [56].

With increasing traffic congestion occurrence in many
metropolitan cities, real-time traffic prediction and routing
generation now becomes essential. Using provided informa-
tion like ongoing routes, traffic density, and incident vicinity,
TBM helps by generating optimal routes to destination. Such
instance of TBM uses is in GPS routing that monitor trips
via rapid route identification using probabilistic modeling.
However, TBM implementation in GPS routing can still be
improved in terms of accuracy with latest hardware fitting and
en-route approach [8].

The goal of intra-household TBM is to facilitate accurate
and effective travel decision-making based on daily intra-
household interactions. Individual travel decisions often influ-
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Fig. 3. Relational Variables in Travel Decisions Analysis.

enced by opinions, prior experience, and needs of household
members or acquaintances. A study developed a method using
this model for eliminating decision bias that restrained viable
outcomes in accommodating intra-household travel necessity
effectively. Bayesian-based multivariate spatial specification is
implemented to allow individuals to take household readiness
into account during generating travel decision.

Sense Place TBM was built to help identifying relations
among the derives of six different variables representing a
site. SPTBM is facing many problems with regards to data
collection, planning practice, and modeling. A study used
SPTBM with the aim to inspect the sense of a location’s
structure and measurement using survey data. There are three
factors in sense of places that are fetched using the three-tiered
structural equation model, which parallels estimated sense
analysis factors. Sense analysis factors are mostly related to
environment [10]. The integrated model of the system involves
moral values, norms, modalities, and traveling behavior. This
model can identify travel pattern modification during the time
of travel in response to concurrent shifts in normative beliefs
and behavior. The drawbacks of this model were addressed by
bringing improvement in the framework in terms of more latent
construct parameters like values, aims, and personal identity.
Such approach allows for more comprehensive representation
for travel decisions in a social context [53].

Markov Travel Model (MTM) focuses on travel decision
concerning travel time, future foresting and individual prefer-
ences and behavior. Such TBMs that utilizes MTM concept are
Class-Specific Mode Choice Model, Initialization Model, and
Transition Model. These models would identify the evolution
of preferences or modality styles. Possible enhancements to
this study are based on preference dependencies for the indi-
viduals based on habits and framework improvements [11].

Another instance of travel decision model is Inferring
Structural TBM that obtains socially optimal feedbacks on the
utilization of a public-funded transportation infrastructure. This
model leads to understanding the dynamics for governing the
adoption of sustainable alternatives to driving with primary
commute mode. Thus, a realistic decision-making approach is
generated to improve the accuracy of travel decisions [12].

Fig. 3 summarizes the relational factors considered in
travel decision analysis. Prime factors like dependence, sat-
isfaction, temperature, and community possess additional sub-

Fig. 4. Functional Model of Travel Behavior Modeling.

components. For instance, dependence has routes, mode of
transportation and location. Routes may have different choices
including clear route, rush route, less polluted route, or proper
space for the vehicles. Mode of transportation has many
options such as public transport, private vehicles, or bicycle
walk, and location may have different choices like natural
attraction, vacation planning, and business trip. Satisfaction
factor depends on three parameters namely cost, facilities
and time. Temperature has different effects on individuals
depending on their age, young adults usually endure better
compared to elders during winter. The community factor is
dependent on whether the surrounding community emanating
crowd or peaceful environment.

2) Travel Demand: Travel demand relies on the travel
forecasting which depends upon varying parameters such as
the most visited place, convenient hours, and seasons. There
are several notable models that were developed to facilitate
travel demand prediction analysis as discussed as follows.

Liang et al. developed Individual Travel Behavior (ITB)
model focusing on identifying travel demand from public
transport passengers travel activities. This model was built to
analyze travel behavior individually for supporting feasible
public transport implementation. Also known as the travel
behavior graph-based model, ITB predicts individual graphs
for passengers based on different public transport choices
and demand, and provides an analysis of travel features with
the help of customized public transport. There are several
drawbacks of travel behavior graph-based models like fetching
and scheduling the demand of research is higher with the
optimization of the transport operating network justifiable on
a large scale [14].

Regret-based choice models estimate travel demand on
many levels and relate to various travel choice contexts.
The models show outcomes for different traditional utility-
based models in comparison with behavioral interpretations.
The objective of this type of model is to present regret
based decision-making process to provide more quality and
behavioral insights. Regret-based choice models are enhanced
in terms of the framework by better disentanglement in various
sources of heterogeneity [13].

Heterogeneous Travel Behavior (HTB) aims to facilitate
trip generation and simulation. The HTB model skips the
entire path to an activity-based model and can predict the
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TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS COMPARISON BETWEEN VARIOUS TBM MODELS.

Reference Model Data Type Data Size Future Work

[8] Travel Decision GPS 260 individuals. En-route prediction before and beginning of trip.

[9] Travel Decision Survey 67,000 trips, 3,500 individuals. More accurate and effective travel decision.

[10] Travel Decision Survey 719 individuals. Enhancement using socio-demographic indicators.

[9] Travel Decision Survey, mobile data Not reported. Transportation planning applications.

[53] Travel Decision Survey 170 individuals. Enhancement of framework.

[11] Travel Decision Interviews 1st wave (303), 2nd wave (286), 3rd wave
(258) individuals.

Enhancement of framework.

[12] Travel Decision Survey, Open Street
map data

Not reported. Realistic decision-making approach.

[14] Travel Demand Smart card data 6 passengers. Automatic graph generation with larger scale computing.

[13] Travel Demand Survey 242 individuals. Significantly improves the performance of the random regret mini-
mization model to enhance the framework.

[16] Travel Demand Glove embedding
vectors

6 billion input word vectors from 37 million
texts.

Stochastic nature of the algorithm that requires careful experimental
design.

[15] Travel Demand Survey Trips range from 0 to 5, cross-classification
model with 1.24 trips.

Inclusion of additional variables for better accuracy rate.

development of travel demand with least computer processing
time. HTB possess many advantages such as prediction of true
travel speeds, mode-defined constants, and improved assign-
ment results. Another model is Microscopic Trip Generation
Module that maintain an operating model while improving the
research and its design. However, there are some limitations
in the model such as lack of accuracy, auto-ownership, and
microscopic tour generation [15].

Fig. 4 summarizes the relational factors considered in travel
demand analysis like reviews and personal references. Reviews
are collected through social media. Personal preferences are
more dependent to each traveler. Comparison of models in the
term of data type, size, and future improvement suggestion is
summarized in Table I.

The survey findings indicates that travel decision-based
TBM future direction eventually leads towards precise en-route
prediction. Precising the prediction requires investigation on
crucial factors like pre-planning, transportation accommoda-
tion planning, and effective travel decision framework. The
prospect of precise en-route prediction is viable and have
lasting impact towards adapting TBM with realistic decision-
making capabilities. Furthermore, existing travel demand based
TBMs were largely constrained or limited by technical compo-
nents and scalability aspects. These TBMs often hindered by
computing limitation or handling large-scale data for automatic
graph generation. Improving these components can increase
the performance of applied random regret minimization model
and framework enhancement. The inclusion of additional vari-
ables from datasets with greater size are recommended to
enrich or enhance the model prediction accuracy.

G. Travel Behavior Modeling Common Datasets

Existing travel behavior studies have worked with many
travel datasets from various sources ranging from open data,
crowdsourcing, and conventional surveys. In the following
discussions, we present the summarization of several notable
travel behavior datasets based on our conducted survey.

1) Point of Interest Dataset: This dataset was shared to
help researchers in finalizing trip purpose parameter for devel-
oping destination prediction algorithm with higher accuracy
[8]. This dataset is generated via crowdsourcing Open Street
Map with 260 participants, allowing their vehicle’s location
to be recorded for every 70 minutes. The dataset comprises
attributes including trip time, weekdays, origin, purpose, user,
trip number and most common destination visited. The original
XML data was drawn via Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) in the form of layers of files linked with GPS data.
This dataset features relational travel information of roughly
estimated 26,000,000 points of interest in American states of
Maryland, Washington D.C., and Virginia.

2) London’s Oyster Smart Card & Survey Dataset: Since
2012, data generated by smart cards usage in London’s trans-
portation system has been used to create the dataset. There
are two different smart cards and two different modes of
transportation: tube and bus. 2.18 million journeys of 9708
passengers were recorded in the dataset. Furthermore, the
smart cards dataset often paired with the London Travel
Demand Survey dataset. The survey contains collected house-
hold information including household demographics, socio-
economic information, and travel-related information. The
survey inquires common information like ID, age, manager,
total number of owned vehicles, household income, working
status, occupation, weekly work frequency, daily commuting
distance, frequency of becoming driver or passengers [57].

3) Los Angeles Dataset: Using survey with 352 partici-
pants from 219 households over 2395 days, this dataset is
generated to map individual daily travel activities. The dataset
contains variables including information on total number of
daily trips distributed by types of transport, demographic,
employment status, household, owned vehicle, and annual
income. Daily individual travel activities were recorded in
weekly basis with exclusion of repetitive activities in daily
basis [58].

4) Neighborhoods for Active Kids Dataset: This dataset
is generated to help management to build and implement ac-
tive school travel planning. The dataset includes communities
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TABLE II. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OPTIMIZING USES ON COMMON TBM DATASETS.

Datasets Descriptions Suggestion

Point of Interests [8] Destination prediction Develop more efficient algorithm and use age factor parameter in the
datasets for understating about age group destination prediction.

London’s Oyster Card and
Survey [57]

Passenger’s movement and travel demand forecasting Develop an advisory system to be used during travel time.

Los Angeles [58] Transportation professionals and policy makers consider shifting from
the conventional one-day approach toward a multi-day approach.

Collaboration with IT industry and transportation industry for making
bridge between them.

Neighborhoods for active kids
[59]

Independent mobility by providing child friendly social and safe
environment, traffic safety, and policies that promote local schools
and safe vehicle-free zones around schools.

Development and enhancement of the ideas in terms of algorithm and
software.

Kaunas City [60] Travel time data collection Develop a method for data security.

Bandung City [61] Measurement of transport demand Develop a strong policy for sustainable transportation in developing
countries.

National Household Travel
Survey (NHTS) - City of
Long Beach [62]

Trip destination prediction Develop an algorithm for trip designation prediction.

INRIX [63] Traffic management Development of traffic management algorithm with increased accuracy
and efficiency.

to support independent mobility by providing traffic safety,
social environment, local promotion school policy and safe
vehicle areas around the children schools. Dataset variables
consists of school travel mode and child characteristics such
as age, gender, ethnicity, physical activity, child beliefs re-
garding traffic safety, neighborhood, independent mobility, and
household characteristics. The household characteristics are
education, employment, number of adults, number of children,
car ownership, household beliefs, distance to the school, traffic
safety, stranger danger, convenience, and social interaction.
Social environment covers neighborhood, safety, neighborhood
cohesion, neighborhood connection and other related factors
such as residential density, street connectivity, high traffic
exposure and low traffic exposure [59].

5) Kaunas City Dataset: This dataset original use is for
facilitating state government to analyze car travel time pat-
tern around the city. Developed using Python, a Geographic
Information System (GIS) was created with the purpose of
extracting, analyzing, and visualizing car travel data. The
extracted data constitutes the dataset with information like
coordinates of origin, coordinates of destination, mode of
travel, date, and departure time [60].

6) Bandung Metropolitan City Dataset: Bandung
Metropolitan City dataset recorded traveler’s check-in
behavior, comprising enriched insights on understand traveler’s
preferences. Personal verification is required including user
ID, gender, date, time, and geo-location (longitude and
latitude), and address. The attributes contained in this dataset
is closely similar to Shanghai dataset including total number
of check-ins, total number of processed check-ins, and total
number of users distributed by gender [61].

7) National Household Travel Survey (NTHS) - City of
Long Beach Dataset: The NHTS dataset is generated via
conventional survey conducted in the city of Long Beach,
California. The survey was conducted to gather consensus
on environmental factors at trip destinations that affect non-
motorized travel behavior in the area. The national household
travel survey was conducted between 2008 to 2009 comprising
information on motorized users, area density, diversity, and

design at destinations that significantly affect mode choice
decisions [62].

8) INRIX Dataset: The Floating Car Data (FCD) of Nether-
lands focuses on traffic information, traffic management and
automated vehicles. The INRIX dataset recorded travel time of
persons and goods from place of origin to destination (O-D)
and hours of delay [63].

Based on the condition of presented datasets, several rec-
ommendations are suggested to help future TBM studies in
optimizing uses of these datasets. The suggested recommen-
dations for each dataset are summarized in Table II.

IV. RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN TRAVEL BEHAVIOR
MODELING APPLICATIONS

TBM acts as simulator and generate decision-making in-
sights and trends for travel decision and travel demand anal-
ysis. The output insights are used to strategize effective land
use, vehicle sales, infrastructure investment and planning, and
service improvement. Despite the many advantages, leveraging
TBM optimally are challenging in many aspects including
limitation of enabler technologies, data sources, and collection
methods. The classifications based on our taxonomy reveals
several emerging trends and challenges in utilizing TBM.
We derived these challenges by analyzing available common
parameters in recent TBM works and classified them based
on elements in our TBM framework in Fig. 1. The research
challenges are deliberately discussed as follows.

A. Technological Limitation

Many studies on TBM methods and technologies have
been carried out over the years. However, these studies also
encounter limitations like model inaccuracy or inefficiency,
partial framework, transport-dependent planning, unrealistic
decision manner, and inconstant socio-demographic. The sur-
vey results indicates that future work on TBM eventually
heading towards the application of generalized probabilistic
models. Future TBM possibly requires intricate programming
development of behavior models for processing massive mo-
bile apps data with increased efficiency and accuracy.
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TABLE III. SUMMARIZATION ON CHALLENGES, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR TBM.

Challenges Objectives Recommendations Future Directions

Behavior Modeling - Predicting individual travel behavior
- Individual TBM Graph

- Develop methods for suspicious behavior prediction
- Advanced case detection on sudden behavior change

- Travel demand prediction
- Automatic behavior graph generation

Destination Prediction
- Trip prediction purpose
- Predicting destination location
- Advanced pre-input route generation

- Long-term behavior prediction
- Integrating emergency alert service
- Remote prediction without internet dependencies

- En-route prediction of destination
- Increasing prediction accuracy rate

Policy
- Feedback investigation
- Travel planning environment
- Schedule composition and activity duration

- False feedback prediction
- Smart cities development support
- Policy proposals

- Decision-making to match real-world
behavior

Expensive Autonomous
Vehicles

- Reducing public transportation
- Ride sharing network promotion

- Public adaptation
- Low-cost maintenance - Low-cost development of autonomous

vehicles

TBM is used in many instances including travel manage-
ment, traffic management, medical access, healthcare planning,
and sustainable urban planning. TBM can generate timely
decision-making insights in case of additional input like di-
etary preferences, emergency events, or destination changes.
Despite the many usage instances, TBM is in fact heavily
used in many processes of traffic management and planning.
Several methods employ TBM to facilitate traffic management
like spatiotemporal monitoring [64], closed-circuit TV camera
[65], smart vehicle technology [66], traffic control [67], and
movement behavior [68].

B. Quality of Generated Data for Modeling

TBM output relies on the dataset quality it works with,
depending on the reliability of its data source and collection
method. Albeit the dataset quality often reduced due to data
privacy measures, these measures are necessary to protect
data sources and users from external threat. The prospect
of combining TBM with effective user mobile data access
control and monitoring are considered viable for future TBM.
Accurate direct access can further enrich generated insights for
user travel planning, preferences, routes, and safety using real-
time information. Moreover, data quality from conventional
surveys like questionnaire and interview are diminished by
high inaccuracy rate due to invalid feedback and lack of
verification.

Nowadays, social media usage serves as the prime data
sources for analyzing travel behavior and experiences. Social
media data holds rich information like user posts, opinions,
or discussions on their travel experiences. However, real-time
social media datasets are not available for the public due
to provider’s policies [31]. For instance, users can retrieve
data generated by Google Maps via application programming,
however, certain personal information like travel speed, gen-
der, vehicles, and cost may be redacted. Therefore, mutual
collaborations between researchers and social media providers
in research should be intensified productively to fully utilize
the potential of TBM.

Apart from social media, the mainstream use of ride-hailing
services also generates many useful datasets for travel behavior
studies. Travel datasets generated by ride-hailing services
features unique perspectives on travel behavior like on-demand
services, quick booking, and time-critical traveling. However,
similar to policies restriction of social media, ride services like
Uber and Grab does not share their data to the public [44].

Due to the nature of the business, corporate reputation is of
utmost important that any allegation of misconduct or misuse
are devastatingly damaging. Albeit the unique characteristics
of the ride services datasets, its data quality is also affected by
many external factors and dependencies. External factors like
internet connectivity, unavailability of drivers during holidays,
and apps usability eventually determines the quality of the
generated datasets.

V. OPEN ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAVEL
BEHAVIOR MODELING

This section discusses and summarize the identified open
issues emerging from the research challenges found in the sur-
vey. Despite the recent advances that attempted to address the
challenges, TBM itself revolves around human user which is a
complex system. Considering the complexities and difficulties
in understanding human behavior, future TBM research should
focuses on personalization aspect to address the remaining
issues. The remaining open issues are summarized in Table
III and discussed as follows.

1) Quality Behavior Modeling: Modeling travel behavior
duration is crucial in facilitating individual travel behavior
prediction and model graph generation for supporting analysis
on travel decisions and demands. The modeling procedure
generates automatic travel behavior graph using computing
[14] and models the behavior prediction [13]. The constant
need for accurate rapid event prediction in person travelling
activity, particularly if the behavior has become routine, is a
persistent problem in behavior modelling. Therefore, methods
for understanding sudden behavior changes in the middle of
traveling trip is necessary to anticipate risks and maneuver.
Future studies also can concentrate on enhancing travel activity
data collection approaches and channels for generating insights
on encouraging quality personal travel behavior.

2) Real-Time Destination Prediction: Destination predic-
tion remains as one of the major issues in TBM that is
influenced by many goal variables like en-route trip, destina-
tion location, and advance travel route information. Modeling
destination prediction often constrained by dependencies on
high accuracy rate of en-route prediction of destination [8]. In
addition, the accuracy rate is often affected by internet con-
nectivity especially for facilitating long-term travels or remote
locations. To address this issue, travel application should pro-
vide comprehensive planning mode that generate insights by
taking account trip preparation. This mode also should actively
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identify mapping point with available communication access
and store the coordinates for offline viewing. Furthermore,
future studies should focus on the scope of facilitating real-
time route changes with consideration of cost, duration, and
safety.

3) Intelligent Travel Policies: Existing policies focuses on
intelligent travel decisions including feedback investigation,
environmental impact, schedule composition planning, activity
duration, and emergency readiness. However, there are lim-
ited policy guidelines for encouraging quality travel decision-
making that matches real-world travel behavior [12]. The
increased possibility of faulty travel decision-making increases
the likelihood of ensuing problem and its negative impact.
Therefore, methods to differentiate between valid feedback
and invalid feedback is critical to eliminate any change outlier
during behavior modeling.

4) Cost-Efficient Autonomous Vehicles: Adaptation and us-
ability of autonomous vehicles remains the main issue for
anticipating future travel behavior and building ride-sharing
practices. This issue stemmed from the persisting high cost
of adopting or implementing autonomous vehicles in trans-
portation ecosystem. Therefore, the development of low-cost
autonomous vehicles is paramount for large-scale public adap-
tation into mainstream transportation [4], [5], [6].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented overview insights on recent ad-
vances in TBM encompassing modeling classifications, emerg-
ing challenges, and arising opportunities. Leveraging insights
from travel demand and travel decision analysis, TBM enables
the prediction of future possibilities of travel scenarios. A
taxonomy of travel behavior modeling along with the charac-
terization and summarization of works on each classification
were presented. Based on the survey, recent advances in TBM
are distinctly classified based on algorithms, data sources,
technologies, travel behavior, models, and datasets. Despite its
heavy uses in facilitating transportation sectors, TBM also indi-
rectly supports other sectors like tourism, marketing, and urban
planning. Based on the reported challenges in recent TBM ad-
vances, we learn that model inaccuracy and inefficiency issues
persist and largely constrained by current technological limita-
tion and dataset qualities. The prospect of improving TBM via
large scale integration and crowdsourcing are considered viable
due to increased likelihood for better accuracy and efficiency.
Based on the survey, we identified several notable issues and
opportunities arising from recent TBM advances revolving
aspects like behavior modeling, destination prediction, policy,
and expensive autonomous vehicles. Our findings envision
that future travel behavior are expected to change drastically
due to many substantial aspect evolutions. Therefore, TBM is
expected to play significant roles in realizing these visions.
Researchers and industry analysts can investigate the TBM
open issues and research opportunities highlighted in this
survey for future undertaking. Future studies can also leverage
the proposed taxonomy and identified challenges to enrich
understanding on TBM for improvement purposes.
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